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REMARKS

By this Amendment claims 29 and 30 have been amended to better

define the invention. Entry is requested.

In the final Office Action of October 5, 2004, the examiner rejected

claim 29 under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by Fujiyoshi et al. 7

and he rejected claim 30 under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) as being anticipated by

Kriiger. These rejections cannot apply to these claims as now amended.

Fujiyoshi et al. disclose a method and apparatus for controlling

valve operation in an internal combustion engine. The method comprises

the steps of varying the angular phase of the crankshaft and the camshaft

to control the timing of the opening of the valve and releasing the force

applied by the cam to open the valve while it is being opened to control

the timing of the closing of the intake or exhaust valve (see abstract lines

5 to 10). In the apparatus described to Fujiyoshi et al. it is not possible

to reopen the lifting valve hydraulically after a mechanical lifting phase

performed by the cam has ceased. As can be seen from Fig. 3A, Fig. 3B

and Fig. 3C of Fujiyoshi et al., no hydraulic reopening after ceasing of a

mechanical lifting can be performed because no hydraulic pressure can be

provided to overcome the closing forces in an active manner. According

to col. 6, lines 15 to 21, the lift control means has a hydraulic actuator

mechanism for opening and closing the intake valve according to the cam

profile of the cam , and a hydraulic release valve for cutting off or

releasing the operating force of the actuator mechanism to lower the

intake valve while the intake valve is being opened. Therefore this
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hydraulic system is not capable of hydraulic reopening after ceasing of a

mechanical lifting cam. And there is no disclosure of using hydraulical

opening force larger than a closing force acting on the lifting valve (see

amended claim 29).

Kruger discloses a variable valve train with a central plunger

responsive to the action of a main cam and a valve-engaging piston

enclosing a pressure chamber. In addition, another pressure chamber

surrounding the plunger and within a displaceable cup plunger

communicates with a pressure medium line having a control valve. The

cup plunger responds to an additional cam having a different lift curve

from the main cam. When the control valve is closed, the curve of the

additional cam is transmitted to the lift valve by way of both pressure

chambers. When the control valve is open, the lift curve of the main cam

is transmitted to the lift valve. No hydraulic activated lift is possible.

Kruger does not disclose a variable valve train system which allows full

variable valve lifts, but only shift devices to shift between two defined

valve lifts. The shift devices being activated with very low working

pressure do not enable a hydraulically activated valve lift additionally to a

mechanical activated valve lift. And there is no disclosure of using a

hydraulical opening force larger than a closing force acting on the lifting

valve (see amended claim 30).
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Favorable evaluation of claims 29 and 30 is requested.

Respectfully submitted,
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